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MESSAGE FROM CEO
Throughout its eight decades of existence, Camargo Corrêa has made
history in the development of Brazil. Our portfolio includes over 500
works in different segments and of unique complexity. We took part in
the construction of four of the world’s five largest hydropower plants. This
includes 3,000 km of ducts, 2,600 km of highways, 1,172 km of railways,
160 km of subways and we keep engaged in the transformation of the
Brazilian infrastructure industry with the purpose of causing a positive
impact on the society.
A deep change in the manner of conducting business is underway. Excellence in engineering, innovation capability, and social and environmental
responsibility is not enough: a complete restructuring of the public-private relations is necessary to allow us to move forward and contribute to
change the reality for the next generations. This is what the society - our
final customer - desires and needs. Camargo Corrêa Infra believes that
there are no successful companies in societies that fail.
As part of this change, we need to disseminate a culture of integrity and
responsibility so that our professionals are not only well prepared in technical terms, but also stand as role models in ethics and transparency in
the face of the challenges they might face on their daily routine.
Camargo Corrêa Infra’s Code of Ethics and Conduct serves as a pillar that
supports and strengthen us in how we conduct our business. All Camargo Corrêa Infra associates, wherever they are and regardless of their position, must be committed at all times with the highest standards of integrity. Our personal commitment is to always do the right thing, for ourselves
and for the society, even if no one is looking.
Use this Code of Ethics and Conduct as your guide to doing business.
Camargo Corrêa Infra’s future is in our hands!

Januário Dolores
CEO
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PURPOSE OF OUR
CODE OF ETHICS
AND CONDUCT
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Our history extends for decades and since the beginning we have been
concerned with delivering what we have promised on time, with quality,
with concern with the environment, with our associates and with society
in general.
The culture of integrity is a pre-requirement for us and the company
reputation is in our hands.
Our growing desire is that customers wish to do business with us because they know that Camargo Corrêa Infra operates in a responsible,
transparent and ethical manner.
Camargo Corrêa Infra’s Code of Ethics and Conduct sets forth how our
associates must act in the market, the proper behavior towards adverse
situations and it plays a critical role in helping us to build our reputation.
All Camargo Corrêa Infra associates, including our shareholders, members
of the Board of Directors, members of Committees and officers, in all places where we conduct business and at all levels, are equally committed to fully adhere to our Code of Ethics and Conduct.
This is no longer a rule. This is the personal commitment of all associates
to Integrity on the daily routine. This is a commitment of doing the right
thing, no matter what the consequences are. And being able to tell our
family and friends, proudly, about what we do every day in the company
we work for.
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1.

OUR PURPOSE
We work hard and follow the highest ethical standards to deliver sustainable infrastructure solutions
that contribute to changing the reality for the next
generations.

To achieve this Purpose, we lead Camargo Corrêa Infra according
to the best national and international Corporate Governance
practices, including:
• We assume the responsibility that our roles and positions
require and lead Camargo Corrêa Infra with honesty, transparency, integrity, diligence and responsibility.
• The operations between Stakeholders follow the guidelines
approved by the Board of Directors, industry standards and
applicable regulations.
• We implement - and periodically update - standards and procedures regarding risk management, integrity, audit and information security.
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2.

OUR MISSION

To execute in a transparent, ethical, innovative and responsible manner the infrastructure projects of our customers, contributing to the economic and social development of Brazil
and other countries where we operate.

Aware of the relevance, complexity and risks related to our activities:
• We identify and evaluate the ethical dilemmas, social equality issues and environmental risks involved in our activities.
• We operate as a change agent and add value based on new technologies and methodologies to create conditions that allow cities,
regions and nations to host dynamic, advanced and thriving societies.
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3.

OUR VISION

Being a benchmark in integrity, sustainability and excellence,
generating return and positive impact in society.

In order to maintain the recognition of people, customers and society
in the markets we operate, we continuously improve:
• The relationships of trust we have with our stakeholders.
• The technical excellence, the capability of innovating and competing with integrity.
• Environmental and social practices and solutions that are strategic
to all our audiences, from customer to community.
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4.

OUR VALUES

RESPECT. We value the respect for people and the environment. We always act fairly and righteously with our customers, shareholders, associates, suppliers, business partners,
governments, local communities and society in general.

• We do not tolerate any form of discrimination, intimidation,
aggression, exploitation, harassments, disrespect or prejudice in our works, facilities and activities.
• We cultivate diversity and motivating, respectful and dignifying work environments where the spirit of cooperation and
pro-activeness prevail.
• We are respectful in our relationships and interactions with any
person, in any situation. We respect all opinions, even in case of
divergence.
• We ensure the associates the performance of their functions in
healthy and safety conditions - Camargo Corrêa Infra constant
focus of attention - so that all associates comply with the general guidelines of preventive health and safety established in the
Work Health and Safety Standard and participate in training and
guiding activities.
• We do not allow any kind of degrading or unhealthy work and
abominate child, forced and bonded labor.
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• We do not allow carrying guns or illegal drugs within company
premises. Alcoholic beverages are also prohibited, except in celebrations supervised and authorized by management.
• Our people management is transparent and our selection and
hiring processes prevent any form of discrimination or partiality, ensuring equal opportunities and absolute respect to the rights and
dignity of candidates and professionals.
• We do not disseminate fake news, information, material or contents that may be interpreted as an act of discrimination, rumor, insult or disrespect.

INTEGRITY.
We are part of the transformation of the industry.
• We comply with the law in all places where we operate.
- We do not tolerate any form of illegal or unethical act (bribery,
corruption, fraud, money laundering, terrorism financing, cartel,
unfair competition, influence peddling, undue influence, etc.).
• Our relationships with the Government and its Officials (including Political Agents) are strictly institutional, transparent and official,
in compliance with the law and according to the Integrity Policy
and the Public Official Relationship Standard.
• We do not engage in political or political party activities. Any
associate who wishes to participate in this process should do so individually, without involving Camargo Corrêa Infra’s name or resources.
- We do not make contributions to Public Officials or authorize
any person or company to make contributions on Camargo Corrêa Infra’s behalf.
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• Sponsorships, donations and other types of support are made not
only in strict compliance with the law, but also follow a sound due
diligence procedure according to the internal standard.
• We do not offer or receive any Courtesy (gifts, presents, travels,
tickets for sports or entertainment events, rewards) as a form of
bribery, that may be interpreted as bribery, or that may affect our
judgment.
• We do not offer or receive money (in cash).
• We uphold the Competition Law and principles.
- We act to promote free competition, with no type of undue
relationship with public officials or private agents, customers,
competitors or partners.
- We participate in professional and corporate societies (professional associations, federations, employers association, etc.)
with the sole purpose of cooperating with the development
of the sector and the industry.
- We respect the reputation and opinions of our competitors.
- We do not exchange information or conspire to circumvent
the provisions of Federal Laws no. 12,529/2011 (Competition
Law) and no. 12,846/2013 (Clean Company Act).
• Our relationships with third parties (business partners, suppliers, service providers, etc.) are based on respect, professionalism
and lawfulness.
- We guide and require that third parties act according to our
Code of Ethics and Conduct for Third Parties.
- We include anti-corruption provisions in all our agreements.
- We apply fair, sound and transparent procedures to selection, approval, qualification, procurement, evaluation and relationship
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processes related to our third parties.
- We make sure that third parties implement policies and procedures regarding: guarantee of labor rights, prevention and fighting any type of degrading work, and unethical and illegal acts
(corruption, fraud, money laundering, terrorism financing, unfair
competition, etc.).
• We make partnerships with the Third Sector with the sole purpose
of promoting actions to the benefit of the common good.
• We ensure the security of information and technology assets
under our possession, as well as for all acts performed using our logins in the systems. Company assets may only be used for personal
purposes on an as-needed basis.
• We maintain the secrecy of the confidential information of
the company and do not allow using privileged information of the
company for the benefit of individuals or third parties.
• We are aware that the innovations and patents produced within
the work environment are company’s property, even after the dismissal of any associate who participated in their preparation, and
they should be treated with secrecy.
• We apply corrective actions to associates who fail to comply with
the provisions established by Camargo Corrêa Infra, including violation to the ethical standards of the company or failure to comply
with the provisions of this Code and other corporate standards, according to the Disciplinary Measure Standard.
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TRANSPARENCY.
Our daily behavior builds trust.
• We disclose our activities and results by means of reports, declarations, statements and communications that reflect in an accurate,
clear and complete manner the reality of the company’s administration, financial status and other results.
• We provide full cooperation with investigation processes conducted by authorities and/or audits.
• In no event and for no reason we put personal or third-party interests
above company, stakeholders and society legitimate interests, according
to the Conflict of Interest Standard.
• The relationships with shareholders are based on the best practices of Corporate Governance.
• Our relationship with the media is independent and transparent,
and it is centralized by the communication area; we act according
to company’s values and do not mislead our duty of providing
information to the public opinion into marketing and advertising
actions.
• We disseminate Camargo Corrêa Infra’s values in different ways;
including the regular issuance of communications addressing Integrity topics.

EXCELLENCE.
Our actions are guided by safety, innovation and technical competence.
• We keep updated about methods, technologies and knowledge
related to our activities.
• We ensure the quality of our solutions and services, as well as their
compliance with the applicable law.
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• We secure company, customer or third-party assets: each associate is
responsible for the proper use and storage of the goods and assets that
are directly or indirectly part of their work.

INTEGRATION.
We are stronger when connected both internally and externally.
• We develop collaboration networks with our stakeholders based on
value sharing with the purpose of ensuring the common good.
- We serve everyone in a welcoming, professional, transparent and
effective manner, considering their expectations and needs.
- We provide - in a correct, clear and objective manner - the
information they require to make informed decisions about the
business they conduct with the company.
• We deliver periodic training to qualify and raise awareness of
our associates and third parties.
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ETHICS HOTLINE and OMBUDSMAN OFFICE
We have the Ethics Hotline and Ombudsman Office channels available for any
person or company willing to:
a) Ethics Hotline: Report violations - or suspected violations - to the law or to
Camargo Corrêa Infra’s guidelines (Code of Ethics and Conduct, Policies, Corporate Standards and Procedures).
b) Ombudsman Office: Request guidance, make complaints, compliments and
suggestions.
You can access the Ethics Hotline and Ombudsman Office as follows:
Ethics Hotline: Brazil (0800 880 1887), Colombia (00800 7000 1230, 01800 7000
1230, 005800 7000 1230) or anywhere in the world (+55 11 3509-8245)
- Email: linhaetica.ccinfra@tmf-group.com
- Website: http://www.camargocorreainfra.com/linha-etica/
Ombudsman Office: Brazil (0800 880 1809), Colombia (00800 7000 1230, 01800
7000 1230, 005800 7000 1230) or anywhere in the world (+55 11 3509-8245)
- Email: ouvidoria.ccinfra@tmf-group.com
Anonymity and secrecy of the information received are ensured and Camargo Corrêa Infra do not tolerate any retaliation or punishment against associates or third
parties who make reports in good faith.
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ATTACHMENT - A
Declaration of Awareness, Acceptance and Commitment to Camargo
Corrêa Infra’s Code of Ethics and Conduct.
I hereby declared that:
1. I have received, read and understood the guidelines of Camargo Corrêa Infra’s Code of Ethics and Conduct.
2. I am not involved in any situation that may be classified as actual or
apparent (supposed) Conflict of Interest with respect to Camargo Corrêa
Infra’s Code and activities.
3. Concordo em informar imediatamente à empresa por meio de meu
gestor imediato e/ou à Linha Ética qualquer situação que viole as diretrizes do Código e/ou dos demais instrumentos normativos que o complementam.

Name: _____________________________________________________
Position: ___________________________________________________
Area: ______________________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________________________
Signature: _________________________________________________
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